




In this video, we will talk about the transition between environments and

upgrades, and common problems with it, in addition to learning how to use the

GAM Deploy Tool.



Sometimes it may happen that a developer doesn't have access to the database and

wants to perform a GAM pass between environments.

Here we may wonder how to perform the reorganizations and metadata impacts.

To solve this problem, GAM provides a number of scripts that are already included in

the GeneXus installation folder.

Inside the Platforms folder, you should find the environments that we have defined in

our KBs.

There we will find the following files.

With the first file we will be able to create the entire GAM database.

The remaining ones consist of migrations between the different versions of GAM, as

their names indicate. Please note that if these migrations are used, they must be

executed for everything to work correctly.

This is part of the database structure, where those files will contain all the

corresponding SQL statements that must be executed in a GAM database client.
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The GAM Deploy Tool’s purpose is to help us deploy applications using GAM, since it

contains knowledge of the structure and relationships of the GAM database, which

allows us to gradually import data while maintaining the consistency of the data model.

The tool is intended to take to production the information that needs to be updated in

the GAM Database, and is available from GeneXus 16 U5.

We will focus on the command line version.
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The calls to the tool should have the following format, depending on the environment in

which they are located.

Ideally, the tool should be run below the deployment environment. In the case of .NET,

in the \bin virtual directory. In the case of Java, below its webapp as we can see in the

command.

The tool will not request the connection configuration of the GAM database, such as

server, port, user, or password, because this information is taken from the

configuration files such as client.cfg in the case of Java and web.config in the case of

.NET.
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This tool provides a variety of actions that we can do with it. Let's see them in detail.

• Initialize: Allows us to initialize the GAM database with its metadata (repository

1 only).

• Import: Imports a package with its configurations and data.

• Update GAM: Updates the version of the GAM database. If a reorganization is

needed, it must be done first to then run this action of the tool.

• Help: Like any command, with this we will see the actions available in the tool.

• Export: Exports the data of a GAM database and stores it in a .gpkg package.

• Get Connections: Gets the connections grouped by Repository. This function is

useful to obtain the GUIDs of our repositories and the connection names that

are sent as parameters in the UpdateConnectionFile option.

• This last one updates or creates the connection.gam file with the connection

data that it obtains.

• xml_config_file: This is a special flag that only receives an XML file in which all

the parameters to be entered in the tool are loaded, including the desired action.

Finally, we have Generate XML, which generates an example XML and displays it in

the standard output. This XML can be used as input for the tool, changing the

corresponding tag values.

Inside each action of course there are several flags to include. You can find more

details about them and all the required documentation in the GeneXus wiki.
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Now let's see how we should deploy GAM and its data for the first time and for

subsequent deployments.

Let's start with the first deployment.

Of course, we will use the GAM Deploy Tool.

At the beginning of the video, we saw that GAM provided different scripts in the

GeneXus installation folder. Since in this case we want to initialize the database, we

will run the ReorganizationScript. With it, we will create the empty GAM database.

We also saw the different options provided by the tool we are looking at, where one of

them is Initialize. With this we initialize the GAM database as follows.

When executing it, we must indicate the username and password of GAM.

As a side note, this and all the other examples are based on .NET, which is what will

be used in the practice exercises.

In addition, we can use the following flag, where we can indicate the path to an XML

file that has all the parameters configured. If we set this flag, all the others are

automatically ignored and only the parameters of the file are taken into account. The

following is an example of a file for this flag.
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In the ProcessType tag we have these values: Import, Export,

GenerateConnectionFile, RestartGamDb, and UpdateSchema.

The database connection settings contain the DBMS code. The following values are

there according to the database system being used.

Finally, we have the configuration to execute an Import. Obviously, this is only taken

into account if ProcessType has the Import value.

Inside here we first find the path to load the deploy package; then the type of import (if

it is Full or Custom); a Boolean to indicate whether to generate a default connection for

the repository, and a flag that can indicate if you want to update an existing repository

(as it is now with the value update; if we want to create a new repository, we should set

the value CreateNew). Finally, we have a repository identifier that would apply to the

repository that we want to update if the previous flag is set with the update value.
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Once Initialize is run, we will have the default repository created. But now we have to

pass our own repositories, together with users, roles, etc.

To do this, we have to first export the data and then import it into the Production or

Pre-Production environment to which we want to migrate the data.

In addition to the username and password, in target we will specify the export

destination directory, and in rep_guid we will enter the identifier of the repository to

export.

Let's look at the following fields:

• full_export: Boolean; when true, it indicates that the export is complete,

including users, roles, and applications.

• exp_users, roles, and eve_subscriptions: will indicate if we want to export users,

roles, and event subscriptions, respectively. This flag is only taken into account

if full_export has the value False.

• apps and roles: will contain the list of applications and roles that we want to

export. They must have the following format.

• pkg_name: is the name of the package we are exporting,

• and xml_config_file, as we said, is an XML with all these parameter

configurations.

Something to highlight is that the flags in bold are mandatory to make the export.
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After doing the Export, we have to do the Import. Let's see the available flags for this.

In file_path_package we must enter the path of our previously exported package.

Then we have the administrator data; in this case, in addition to the name and

password, we can enter the username and role identifier of the administrator.

upd_rep is a Boolean to indicate if we are going to update the existing repository; if so,

in the following flag we indicate its identifier. Otherwise, we use the following flags:

• new_rep_create is a Boolean that indicates if a new repository is going to be

created. Then we have the name, namespace, identifier, name, and password of the

new repository administrator, and username and password of the repository

connection.

Also, there are all those that indicate what we want to import, which correspond to the

types of authentication, security policies, users, and roles. All of them are Boolean. In

case we want to import everything, we can use the following flag which is imp_full. (It is

only valid from GeneXus 16 U6).

As in the previous slide, the flags in bold are mandatory.

The ones with an asterisk are also mandatory but only when the new_rep_create flag

has the value True.
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Continuing with flags, with disable_upd_role_prm we indicate if the permissions of the

roles that already exist in the Database should be imported; it is set to False by default.

imp_apps is the level with which the applications are imported, and for this we have

the following values:

• Full, where all applications are imported with all permissions.

• None, which indicates that nothing is imported in relation to the applications.

• Or custom, where they are configured according to the imp_apps_details flag.

This last flag will represent the list of application identifier and Boolean pairs indicating

if the permissions of that application are imported.

Then we have imp_connections, which imports the connections of the package. For

new repositories, a new connection is always created regardless of the value of this

flag; however, in case of an update, the connections are not updated unless they have

the same connection username as an existing connection.

To close the import part, we find imp_eve_subscriptions, which will import event

subscriptions.

Of the rest of the flags, we can highlight connection_gam_file_path, with which we will

indicate the destination where the connection.gam file will be generated.

The imp_apps_details flag has an asterisk because it is mandatory only when the

imp_apps flag has the Custom value.
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Once the first deployment is done, let’s see how to do the next ones, or how to migrate

from one GAM version to another.

If we only need to update our own metadata, we must perform the same process as

before: first Export, which will bring everything we need from the database and

generate a .gpkg file, and then Import, obviously selecting what we want to migrate

through the different options provided by the functionality.

If we only want to update the GAM version, it is enough to execute the UpgradeGAM

action, which will update GAM together with its metadata. Its execution is similar to the

initialize action, where the administrator's name and password are required.
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